
Introduction 
This paper presents a system that can automatically segment 
objects in large scale 3D point clouds obtained from urban 
ranging images. 

System Flow 

The system consists of three major steps: 
 Ground detection for detecting relatively complex terrain 

and separation of non-ground objects. 
 

 Superpixelization of the remaining objects for segmentation 
speed up. 

 

 Manifold embedded mode seeking for superpixel clustering 
and 3D point cloud segmentation. 

 

Experimental Results 

Object segmentation results obtained based on manifold-embedded mode 

seeking 

Segmentation results in comparison with mean shift 

Quantitative Evaluation 

Mode Seeking Inference and Fast Approximation 
Defining Density Estimation Function 
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Properties to The Estimated Density 
 the estimated density does not depend on the choice 

of reference point 

 the estimated density does not depend on the choice 

of reference edge when the MST space kernel is lo-

cated on a tree node 

 The kernel defined on the MST distance space is 

continuous and is piecewise differentiable. 

Properties to The Estimated Density Gradient 
 The estimation of density gradient does not depend 

on the choice of reference node, but does depend on 

the choice of reference edge 

 Given any node where the MST space kernel is lo-

cated, the number of reference edge eref with posi-

tive MST space kernel displacement is no more than 

1. 

Fast Approximation 
 1. For each data point, initialize the MST space ker-

nel and the feature space kernel. 

 2. Shift the feature space kernel. 

 3. If there exist neighboring nodes that increase the 

estimated density, shift the MST space kernel to the 

nearest one. Otherwise, stop shifting. 

 4. Repeat Step 2 and 3 until convergence. 
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Robust and Automatic Ground Detection 
Detection Step 1 (Coarse Extraction) 
 

Detection Step 2 (Refinement) 
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